
Travel Duffel
65L

high volume 
side pockets

x2

removable 
padded 
shoulder 
strap

flat zip 
side 

pocket
x2

main 
access

bottom 
grab 
handle 
x2

removable 
hand straps
x2

access

organizat ion + securit y

quick deploy theft deterrent zips

full lock down

side
pockets

main 
opening

pass zip pull 
through to 
inside of bag 

attach zip pull 
to interior 
toggle

compatible with 
travel locks

1

2

main 
opening

hand carry

backpack carry

attach Hand Straps 
to these cord loops:

attach Hand Straps 
to these cord loops:

Cord Hooks attach 
to Cord Loops, 
conveniently located 
around the Duffel 
and allow for 
multiple carry styles:

Cord Hook System

internal pockets

external side pockets

dedicated identification holder

Packing
Cubes

Camera
Cubes

Pouches

compare bags, cubes, accessories:
pkdsn.com/pack

sold separately

Peak Design Pouches organize your 
smaller items brilliantly.

Wash
Pouch

Tech
Pouch

packing tools

straps + carry

shoulder / cross body carry

Shoulder Strap 
has integrated 
padding and dual 
adjusters

use these Cord 
Loops:

shoulder / cross body alternate

ideal for heavier 
loads or 
Camera Cubes

use these Cord 
Loops:

big & 
beautiful 

access

heavy-duty #10 
zip opens from 
end to end for 
wide access

rugged handles 
and strap

integrated structure 
for easy loading

register your duffel today
pkdsn.com/register

Cubes

=

Peak Design Packing Cubes and 
Camera Cubes are designed to fit 
perfectly in our Travel Bags. This 65L 
duffel holds 8 units of Cubes. 4 
cubes lengthwise and 2 cubes high. 

That’s a big bag!

8 units of 
Peak Design 

cubes

integrated magnets

Not maxing out 
the duffel with 8 
cubes? Hidden 
magnets 
compress the 
extra volume to 
keep a low profile 
silhouette. 

large size duffel
bolsa de lona de gran tamaño
polochon grande taille
ラージサイズのダッフルバッグ

travel
duffel
65L

total gear
protection

1.30 kg
2.87 lb

weight

weather-
proof
construction

Peak Design 
measures, 
offsets, and 
continually 
reduces the 
entirity of our 
carbon footprint.

Made from 
recycled plastics.

Main fabrics
on this bag:

+ Solution dyed, 
saving water and 
energy.

designed in San Francisco,
made in Vietnam
pkdsn.com/patents

pkdsn.com/travelduffel

pkdsn.com/patents

designed in San Francisco
made in Vietnam

TM and      2022 Peak Design
BTRD-65-BK-1

818373022815

total gear
protection

1.30 kg
2.87 lb

weight

weather-
proof
construction

Peak Design 
measures, 
offsets, and 
continually 
reduces the 
entirity of our 
carbon footprint.

Made from 
recycled plastics.

Main fabrics
on this bag:

+ Bluesign 
Approved® for 
chemical impact.

designed in San Francisco,
made in Vietnam
pkdsn.com/patents

pkdsn.com/travelduffel

pkdsn.com/patents

designed in San Francisco
made in Vietnam

TM and      2022 Peak Design
BTRD-65-SG-1

818373022808

more info

pkdsn.com/travelduffel

TRAVEL DUFFEL 65L
INSTRUCTIONS

MORE DETAILS ABOUT
THE TRAVEL DUFFEL
65L SAGE

MORE DETAILS ABOUT
THE TRAVEL DUFFEL
65L BLACK

STRAPS + CARRY

PACKING TOOLS
ORGANIZATION + SECURITY

ACCESS

COVER


